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Brighton-based musician Matt Finucane is happy to be a “troubadour of disharmony, to confront, provoke, and captivate” (Ring Master Reviews). He takes his influences from Lou Reed,
post-punk and Krautrock, and mashes them up into something intense, energetic and uniquely his own. His is a mission to cut through the static with intelligent, gripping, spooky music.
For several years now, he’s been DIY-releasing albums at a steady rate, getting airplay on
BBC Introducing: South (including a live session with an early version of the band), Kerrang
Radio and The Séance, among others – plus many rave reviews, many of them stressing that
he was more than a cult item and should be heard by a wider audience.
Deciding he agreed with this, Matt put together a live band to complement his solo acoustic
gigs. With Mik Hanscomb (Junkboy) and two musicians he met on the local circuit – bassist
Stephen Parker and drummer Barney Guy – Matt recently recorded an EP, his first studio
work for many years.
‘The Seizure’, due in November 2019, showcases a harder-edged, more rock-oriented sound
which Matt’s keen to take out on the road.
Having gigged across the UK as a solo act, he’s currently arranging a string of gig-swaps
and has successfully promoted DIY events at Brighton venues such as The Hope & Ruin and
the Green Door Store (the benefit of doing everything himself for so long is a huge amount of
determination and self-reliance). However, he now feels it’s time to rejoin the industry for
real!
A confirmed workaholic, he’s already working on more songs, still with the band, with a view
to more extensive touring: it’s a way of life, not a lifestyle.

“Really should be heard by many many people”
– Louder Than War
“It’s real. It’s sincere. It’s honest. And he’s landed some decent tunes”
– Whisperin’ and Hollerin’
“A mix of challenge and seduction but most of all a fascination”
– Ringmaster Reviews
“There are plenty of rules and expectations out there to keep us in our little boxes. Matt Finucane
has broken out of his. Good luck putting him back”
– Devolution Magazine
“If you like it more unconventional then this mixture of indie and psychedelic will work wonderfully”
– Sonic Shocks
“Matt’s mad quirky shit is great. It’s like pitching Gruff Rhys against Bowie via Nick Nicely’s ‘Hilly
Fields’.”
– Shindig Magazine
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